
 

 

Chris Bliss: Most Requested Topics  

1. "Two Of The Best"                                                                                           
Energizing your attendees is the key to a successful meeting. Chris's refreshingly 
intelligent and original comedy, followed by his “amazing juggling finale”, is guaranteed 
to bring the house down and send your attendees out buzzing and engaged. 

2. "Commitment To Excellence”                                                                                 
Telling the story of his successful but questionable quest to become the world's most 
famous juggler ("a claim to fame as unimpressive as it is difficult to refute") Chris uses 
his incredible finale to demonstrate the power that mastering the basics has when 
combined with each individual's passion for excellence. Depending on your conference 
schedule, this program can be augmented with interactive juggling classes for attendees 
either before or after the presentation. (see #4 below) 

3. Moderator/Facilitator  
Intelligence. Preparation. Personality. Along with his comprehensive knowledge of the 
structure and objectives of corporate events, these are what make Chris Bliss a dynamic 
choice for your client’s next conference. Whether facilitating the flow of executive 
presentations, moderating panel discussions, or ensuring that your meeting's goals and 
takeaways are creatively reinforced throughout, Chris brings his years of public 
communications experience to bear in working with your advance team to cover the 
essential details.                                                                                                                  
As the voice of your meeting, Chris's ability to deliver focused and disciplined messaging 
in a memorable way makes him an effective host for all your critical sessions. As a 
nationally recognized headline comedian, he can also provide an engaging keynote to 
open or close your conference. Toss in Chris’s amazing juggling finale, seen by tens of 
millions on the internet, wherever you need one last exclamation point; and you’ve got a 
triple threat addition to your conference from a single source talent. 

4. “Mastering the Basics”                                                                                                                               
In addition to his on stage duties, Chris Bliss also offers a program at no additional fee 
where your attendees can learn basic juggling. The program length is one hour, and can 
be offered multiple times throughout the day to accommodate attendee schedules and be 
available for the maximum number in your group. Chris then selects the best students 
from each class, who are called up to join him on stage before his finale to demonstrate 
the secret of “juggling” the nonstop complexity of today’s workplace.  

 


